### 10.18 Zones for Parking Standards

| Zone 1 | 1. Ealing Broadway/West Ealing  
|        | 2. Acton  
|        | 3. Southall  
|        | 4. Greenford Broadway  
|        | 5. North west of Greenford Station  
|        | 6. North west of Hanger Lane Station  
|        | 7. East of Park Royal Station  
|        | 8. Park Royal (part, as defined on Map) |

| Zone 2 | Remainder of the Borough |

### 10.19 Major Transport Projects

- CrossRail
- West London Transit
- Heathrow Stopping Service
- Interchange station in Park Royal
- A406 Green Corridor, Ealing
- A40 Green Corridor, Acton
- Proposed station associated with Chiswick works development